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Have you ever tried Ombre hair? In general, we strongly suggest that you try
Ombre hair, especially for the warmer months.

1. Ombre Hair Is Fun & Stylish
As we know, solid hair shades are great. However, sometimes, it may get a
little boring. Here, if you try Ombre or balayage hair, you can notice the
difference. No doubt, two is more fun than one. You can go with a very subtle
transition between the shades. For instance, you can add a darker brown to
lighter brown Ombre hair extensions. Or, you can directly contrast 2 very
different bright shades of your choice. Besides, Ombre not only is very trendy
but also gives more dimensions to your hair.

2. Ombre Hairstyles Look Better
The Ombre effect will give more life and dimensions to your hair, if the two
selected shades complement each other well. The Ombre portion will make
the details stand out a lot more and make the hairstyle so much prettier when
creating hairstyles. In fact, even a simple braid with color transition will look so
great.

3. Ombre Hair Is Low Maintenance
Ombre is a very easy way to grow out your roots. However, the dark roots that
constantly grow out! With Ombre hair, you don’t need to worry about your
roots at all.

4. Easy to Transition From
What should you do if you want a change but you are uncertain if it suits you?
With Ombre hair, you don’t need to worry for it's literally just half the hair that
you would be trying it out on, which is a baby step. Besides, you can always
slowly trim it off as your hair grows out if you are no longer feeling it.

5. Get Ombre Hair without Damage
Last but not least, you can get the Ombre look without coloring your hair! You
can easily achieve the Ombre look within 5 minutes by clipping your hair
extensions. You can choose a more subtle blend between the Ombre
Chestnut shade.
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About Sis Hair
Sis Hair mainly offers 100% virgin human hair, with different textures, origins
& grades.

